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Abstract— Directional antennas have the potential to signifi-
cantly improve the throughput of a wireless ad hoc network. At
the same time, energy consumption can be considerably reduced
if the network implements per-packet transmission power control.
Typical MAC protocols for ad hoc networks (e.g., the IEEE
802.11 Ad Hoc mode) were designed for wireless devices with
omnidirectional antennas. When used with directional antennas,
such protocols suffer from several medium access problems,
including interference from minor lobes and hidden-terminal
problems, which prevent full exploitation of the potential of
directional antennas. In this paper, we propose a power-controlled
MAC protocol for directional antennas that ameliorates these
problems. Our protocol allows for dynamic adjustment of the
transmission power for both data and clear-to-send (CTS) packets
to optimize energy consumption. It provides a mechanism for
permitting interference-limited concurrent transmissions and
choosing the appropriate tradeoff between throughput and en-
ergy consumption. The protocol enables nodes to implement load
control in a distributed manner, whereby the total interference
in the neighborhood of a receiver is upper-bounded. Simulation
results demonstrate that the combined gain from concurrent
transmissions using directional antennas and power control
results in significant improvement in network throughput and
considerable reduction in energy consumption.

Index Terms— Ad hoc networks, medium access, directional
antennas, power control, interference-limited transmissions.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A key issue in designing wireless mobile ad hoc networks
(MANETs) is how to improve network throughput (i.e., in-
crease the spatial reuse). Network throughput can be im-
proved by employing directional antennas [13]. Besides their
throughput gain, directional antennas provide wider coverage
and lower power consumption. Because of these advantages,
directional antennas have been adopted in IS-95 and 3G
cellular systems [13]. For instance, sectoring provided by
directional antennas enables a base station (BS) to serve more
than one cell at a time, thus improving the capacity of the
cellular network (in a typical configuration of120◦ sectoring,
i.e., 3 cells per BS, directional antennas provide a power gain
of 18 dBi1, which translates into increased coverage).

This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation
through grants ANI-0095626, ANI-0313234, and ANI-0325979. Any opin-
ions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material
are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
National Science Foundation.

1The relative gain of an antenna systemX in dBi is given by10 log10
PX
Pi

,
wherePX is the power received from antennaX at a some reference point
and Pi is the power received from an isotropic antenna at the same point,
provided both antennas are fed with equal transmission powers.

Classic MAC protocols for MANETs (e.g., the IEEE
802.11b Ah Hoc scheme [2]) were not designed for use with
directional antennas [19]. Such protocols assume that nodes
have equal reception sensitivity and radiate equal powers in
all directions. This is an underlying assumption in the request-
to-send/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS) exchange mechanism that is
used for collision avoidance in the IEEE 802.11b scheme. So
if a node can cause interference at a receiver, then this node
will likely hear the CTS from that receiver and will defer
from transmitting. When directional antennas are used, the
radiated power and reception sensitivity between two nodes
are functions of these nodes’ angular orientation. Thus, using
the same power for both RTS/CTS and data packets can no
longer prevent potential interferers from transmitting.

In this paper, we propose a novel MAC protocol called
LCAP (load-based concurrent access protocol) for MANETs
with directional antennas. LCAP’s novelty lies in using an
elaborate packet-based power control strategy that is aimed at
increasing the channel’s spatial reuse by allowing interference-
limited, concurrent directional transmissions to take place in
the same vicinity. By employing a separate control channel and
by accounting for minor-lobe interference, LCAP alleviates
many of the channel access problems that afflict previously
proposed MAC protocols for MANETs with directional an-
tennas.

According to LCAP, an idle node listens to the chan-
nel omnidirectionally and continuously measures the total
interference-plus-noise power. A transmitting node sends an
omnidirectional RTS at a fixed (maximum) power. Any node
that receives this RTS estimates the path loss between itself
and the transmitter along with the angle of arrival (AOA)
of the transmitter’s signal. If the intended receiver wishes to
accept the data packet, it beamforms its antenna in the trans-
mitter’s direction and responds back with a directional CTS
(DCTS). The transmission power of this DCTS is properly
scaled to reach a set ofexpectedinterferers. Subsequently, the
transmitter beamforms in the receiver’s direction and sends its
data packet at an adjustable power, whose value is computed
by the intended receiver and included in the DCTS packet.
In determining this value, the intended receiver usesload
control to strike a balance between energy consumption and
spatial reuse. The computed power is larger than the minimum
power needed for correct packet reception; the difference is
used as aninterference marginto allow for future interfering
transmissions to take place in the same vicinity.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
next section discusses some of the fundamentals of directional
antennas and directional virtual carrier sensing. Section III
reviews previous work on MAC protocols for directional
antennas. In Section IV we discuss the problems associated
with these protocols. Section V presents the proposed LCAP.
In Section VI we discuss how LCAP solves various channel
access problems. Performance evaluation of LCAP is provided
in Section VII. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VIII.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Directional Antennas

In contrast to an isotropic antenna, which transmits the same
amount of power is all directions, a directional antenna has
preferred direction(s) for transmission and reception; while
transmitting, the antenna concentrates the power in certain
direction(s), and while receiving the antenna has a greater
sensitivity for electromagnetic radiation in certain direction(s).
The relative gain of a directional antenna is typically plotted
as a function of direction (angle in azimuth or vertical plane).
This plot is called theradiation patternof the antenna. Figure
1 depicts the radiation pattern for a typical directional antenna
(a six-element circular array) while beamformed in 90-degree
azimuth. The peaks in the radiation pattern are the result of
concentrating the power in certain directions. The peak with
the maximum gain is called themajor (or main) lobe. Peaks
other than the major lobe are calledminor lobes(they include
side and back lobes). These minor lobes represent the power
radiated/received in directions other than intended, and though
undesirable, cannot be completely eliminated.
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Fig. 1. Radiation pattern for a six-element circular array directional antenna.

B. Directional Virtual Carrier Sensing

Many channel access schemes, including the one used in the
802.11b standard, are based on carrier-sense multiple access
with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA), with an optional virtual
carrier sense (VCS) mechanism for large packets. In VCS,

if a node wishes to send a data packet to another node, it
first broadcasts an RTS packet. The intended receiver node
replies back with a CTS packet, indicating its willingness to
accept the sender’s data packet. The data-packet transmission
can then proceed, followed by an ACK transmission (if the
protocol supports link-layer reliability). Upon overhearing an
RTS or a CTS packet, a node in the vicinity of a transmitter
and/or a receiver sets its NAV (network allocation vector) for
the duration of the data and ACK transmissions. Nodes desist
from transmitting until their NAVs expire.

Under omnidirectional antennas, the classic CSMA/CA with
VCS mechanism can be quite conservative in its allocation
of the channel’s spatial capacity. Consider the example in
Figure 2, where nodeC intends to transmit to nodeD. To
reserve the channel, nodeC sends an RTS, which is received
by nodesB and D. Node B sets its NAV to a value that
corresponds to the time at which nodeD completes its ACK
transmission. It is easy to see that the silencing of nodeB
during the transmission of the data packet fromC to D is
unnecessary, asB’s signal does not interfere with the received
signal at nodeD. In the literature, this problem is known as
the exposed terminal problem. Even during the transmission
of the ACK from D to C, nodeB may, in principle, transmit
concurrently at an adjusted power that does not degrade the
signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) atD below a
given threshold SINRth.

CTSRTS

C DBA

Fig. 2. Exposed terminal problem in MANETs with omnidirectional
antennas.

The reduction in network throughput in the previous ex-
ample can be addressed by using directional transmission and
directional virtual carrier sensing (DVCS) [19]. DVCS is an
extension of VCS, where upon receiving an RTS or a CTS,
a node sets a directional NAV (DNAV), associating with it a
duration, a direction, and an angular width. Figure 3 depicts
an example of DVCS, where nodeB sets its DNAV after
it overhears a CTS from nodeC (i.e., nodeC reserves a
circular sector of a certain radius inB’s direction). The angular
width of this reserved sector depends on the width of the main
lobe. Note that nodeB is free to transmit in the non-reserved
directions.

CB DNAV of
node B set
based on
AOA of RTS

RTS

Fig. 3. DNAV of nodeB after overhearing a CTS from nodeC (based on
the network topology in Figure 2) .
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The following example demonstrates the potential improve-
ment in spatial reuse that can be achieved using directional
antennas. In Figure 4, nodeC is beamforming in the direction
of node D and is sending an RTS. Due to the directional
nature of the transmission, the RTS is not heard by nodeB.
If node B hears a CTS from nodeD, it will set its DNAV
in the direction of nodeD only. NodeB can now transmit in
nodeA’s direction without disturbing the ongoing transmission
betweenC and D (in this example, we ignore the effect of
the minor lobes).

The advantages of using directional antennas in MANETs
are evident, but their usage places additional requirements on
the network and presents new channel access problems, as
explained in Section IV.

CTS RTS

C DBA

Fig. 4. Improving spatial reuse using directional antennas.

III. R ELATED WORK

The use of directional antennas in cellular and multihop
packet radio networks has been extensively studied in the
literature (see [18] [13] and the references therein). However,
designing MAC protocols for MANETs that use directional
antennas is a rather recent topic, and has been researched in
only a handful of papers (e.g., [11] [24] [19] [5] [3] [15] [22]
[4]). The authors in [11] proposed using location tables to keep
track of directions via which a node can communicate with
its neighbors. The RTS is sent directionally, successively in
a circular manner to locate the intended receiver. In [19] the
authors proposed a protocol that employs directional antennas
and extends the concept of VCS to DVCS. AOA estimates
are used to set the DNAV for a receiving node. The authors
also demonstrated the adverse effects of minor lobes on the
performance of their protocol. In [24] the authors proved that
using directional transmission for control and data packets
achieves the highest throughput among all combinations of
omnidirectional and directional transmissions. However, they
ignored the overhead associated with keeping track of neigh-
bors when all control and data packets are sent directionally.
Moreover, an oversimplified antenna pattern was used (side
lobes were not considered). In [5] the authors proposed two
MAC protocols. The first is somewhat similar to the protocol
in [19]. The other protocol exploits the extended range of
directional antennas, wherein amulti-hop RTS mechanism is
used to beamform two far-off nodes in each other’s direction
before data transmission. In [16] the authors presented a
scheme called UDAAN for ad hoc networks with directional
antennas. UDAAN relies on an extra piece of hardware (called
the Inertial Management Unit) to provide geo-position and
orientation information. It implements an elaborate backoff
procedure (calledforced idle) for contention resolution follow-
ing a collision, whereby the duration and window-adjustment

mechanism of the forced idle period depend on the type of
collision (control or data). Directional carrier sensing is used
in UDAAN and is enabled by upper-layer position information
(e.g., routing layer). A simple power control approach is
adopted, according to which the transmission power for the
RTS packet is successively increased upon each RTS retry.
Field demonstrations of the protocol operation were performed
using mobile vehicles equipped with custom radio boards.

Following the seminal work of Gupta and Kumar [9], which
analytically demonstrated the potential of power control as
a means of increasing network capacity, several researchers
investigated the integration of power control in MAC protocols
for MANETs (e.g., [14] [17] [20] [7]). These protocols,
however, were designed for omnidirectional antennas. In [8]
the authors proposed a power control technique for MANETs
with directional antennas. According to this technique, SINR
estimates are exchanged between nodes, and a “power reduc-
tion factor” is computed and updated iteratively. Although this
protocol achieves some improvement in throughput, it does
not allow for concurrent, interference-limited transmissions,
which can significantly improve the spatial reuse. Concurrent,
interference-limited transmissions were implemented in the
PCDC protocol [14] for omnidirectional antennas. To the best
of our knowledge, LCAP is the first protocol that uses power
control to enable concurrent, interference-limited transmis-
sions under directional antennas.

IV. LIMITATIONS OF PREVIOUS MAC PROTOCOLS
FOR DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS

In this section, we discuss through examples several channel
access problems that arise when directional antennas are de-
ployed in MANETs. Some of these problems can degrade the
performance of previously proposed power-controlled MAC
schemes for MANETs with directional antennas. Throughout
the examples, we assume that idle listening is performed
omnidirectionally.

A. Interference from Minor Lobes

1) Vulnerable Receiver: Previous MAC protocols for
MANETs with directional antennas (e.g., [19], [11]) improve
the spatial reuse by allowing concurrent transmissions to take
place in the same vicinity. Such transmissions are permitted
provided that nodes that intend to send data packets point their
main lobes away from nodes that are already in the process
of receiving data packets. Nodes keep track of the prohibited
directions using various methods, e.g., by setting the DNAV
[19], [3] or by location tables [11]. However, practical direc-
tional antennas have minor lobes, and the radiation from these
minor lobes is significant. For example, for the six-element
circular array shown in Figure 1, minor lobes have a peak
gain of 10 dBi, i.e., the power radiated in the minor lobe
direction is ten times greater than the power radiated from an
isotropic antenna. Thus, a receiver that lies in the direction of
a minor lobe will experience considerable interference, which
may lead to packet collisions, as illustrated in Figure 5. In this
figure, nodeA is sending data to nodeC after an RTS/CTS
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exchange2. According to the protocols in [19], [3], [11], node
D is free to transmit as long as it does not beamform in the
direction of nodeC. So, nodeD sends a directional RTS to
nodeB, causing interference at nodeC from the minor lobe
radiation. This problem has not been identified in previous
studies.

Fig. 5. Minor-lobe interference problem in existing MAC protocols for
MANETs with directional antennas.

2) Vulnerable Transmitter:Consider the situation in Figure
6 (this topology will be used to illustrate several medium
access problems). Suppose that nodeF sends a directional
RTS (DRTS) to nodeH, which replies back with a directional
CTS (DCTS). Upon receiving this DCTS, nodeF commences
its data transmission. The DRTS/DCTS exchange is heard by
nodeC, which sets its DNAV accordingly. Later on, suppose
that nodeC wants to send a packet to nodeB. Since C ’s
DNAV in the direction ofB is not set,C sends a DRTS to
nodeB and waits for a DCTS while beamformed in nodeB’s
direction. However, nodeF has its main lobe already pointed
towards nodeC, and nodeC has some minor lobe gain in
node F ’s direction. The interference from nodeF at node
C may be significant. In this case, if nodeB replies with a
DCTS, this DCTS may not be correctly received at nodeC. In
other words, nodes in the vicinity of a transmitter may not be
able to initiate data transmissions even in available directions
(directions for which the DNAV has not been set) while a
transmission is going on. A similar problem arises when a
transmitter is waiting for an ACK packet.

B. Hidden Terminal Problems

In a MANET with omnidirectional transmissions, the so-
lution for the hidden terminal problem lies in the exchange
of the RTS/CTS packets prior to data transmission. MAC
protocols for directional antennas (e.g., [5] [19] [3]) also use
an RTS/CTS exchange but with the RTS and/or CTS packets
sent directionally. In these protocols, when a node is idle, it

2Under directional transmissions/receptions, it is no longer adequate to
indicate a node’s ability to correctly receive a packet by including this node
within the range of the transmitting node. The reason is that the ability
to correctly receive a packet now depends on both the transmitter-receiver
distance as well as the relative orientation of the transmitter and receiver
antennas.

listens to the channel omnidirectionally but uses directional
transmission for data packets. This approach leads to the
following hidden terminal problems [5]:

1) Unheard RTS/CTS Due to a Busy Node:In Figure 6,
suppose that nodesA andB are beamformed in each other’s
direction and are communicating directionally. While this is
taking place, nodesC and D proceed with an RTS/CTS
exchange followed by a data packet fromC to D. Due to the
orientation of its antenna, nodeB is unaware of the ongoing
communication betweenC andD. Suppose that after the end
of the A ↔ B transmission, nodeB wishes to transmit a
packet to nodeD. It sends an RTS, which collides with the
ongoing reception atD. Previous MAC protocols suffer from
this problem.

 G F

 DC

 I  H

 E B A

Fig. 6. Topology that is used to demonstrate several medium access problems
in existing MAC protocols for MANETs with directional antennas.

2) Unequal Gains in Omni and Directional Modes:The
protocols in [19][3] use a fixed transmission power for data
and control packets. This could cause a collision, as explained
in the following example. Suppose that in Figure 6 nodeC
sends a DRTS to nodeD, which replies back with a DCTS.
The two nodes beamform in each other’s direction, and node
C starts transmitting to nodeD. Initially, nodeA is listening
omnidirectionally and is distant from nodeD, so it does not
hear the DCTS. While theC ↔ D transmission is going on,
suppose that nodeA now has a packet to send to nodeB, so it
sends a DRTS. Because nodesA andD are now beamformed
in each other’s direction, it is quite possible that the DRTS
from nodeA will interfere with nodeD . In other words,any
two nodes may be out of range when at least one of them is
in the omnidirectional mode, but can come in range if they
both beamform in each other’s direction, potentially causing
a collision. Choudhary et. al [5] identified this problem but
did not provide a solution to it.

V. PROPOSED PROTOCOL

A. Motivation

In contrast to previous protocols, the proposed LCAP allows
transmissions to take place along already reserved directions,
provided that the SINR at the receiving nodes remains above
SINRth. The idea is illustrated in Figure 7, where nodeA
receives a DRTS from nodeB and responds with a DCTS
. According to the protocols in [19] [5] [11], if nodeD
overhears this DCTS, it refrains from sending to nodeC for
the duration of the DNAV. Similarly, if nodeE overhears the
DCTS through theback lobeof node A, it is not allowed
to communicate with nodeF . In contrast, LCAP allows the
three transmissionsA ↔ B, C ↔ D, andE ↔ F to proceed
simultaneously (possibly with adjusted transmission powers),
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provided that the SINR at the respective receivers is not below
SINRth.

F

CTS

CE A
RTS

B D

Fig. 7. Example that demonstrates the potential for concurrent, interference-
limited transmissions in LCAP.

To enable interference-limited concurrent transmissions in
the same neighborhood, a mechanism for allocatinglink mar-
gins (explained below) and power control is required. Note
that the protocols in [19] [5] [11] do not implement power
control; instead, data packets are sent at the maximum possible
power, which may be well above the power required to achieve
SINRth.

B. Load Control

In power-controlled (interference-limited) wireless commu-
nications, in general, there exists a tradeoff between network
capacity (throughput) and energy consumption. Energy con-
siderations call for using the minimum transmission power
that achieves SINRth. However, by boosting the transmission
power beyond this minimum, the receiver can tolerate more
interference, which may permit more concurrent transmissions
to take place (i.e., increase the spatial capacity)3. LCAP uses
load control to manage this throughput/energy tradeoff.

The concept of load control has been used in CDMA cellular
networks (e.g., UMTS) for connection admission purposes
[10]. In principle, it can be performed on the basis of either
interference or throughput. In interference-based load control,
when a new user is to be admitted, the service provider
estimates the expected total interference due to the addition of
this user. The increase in interference depends on the user’s
QoS requirements (bit rate, required BER, etc.). The user is
admitted only if the total expected interference is below a
predefined threshold. In throughput-based load control, the ad-
mission decision is made based on the expected total through-
put (sum of bit rates) normalized by the maximum allowable
throughput. If the total normalized throughput following the
admission of the prospective user is expected to exceed a
predefined threshold, this user is not admitted.

In our work, load control is interference based. “Admission”
is performed on a per-packet basis and is receiver dependent.
Formally, letη(j) denote theloading at nodej, defined as:

η(j) def= 1− N0

I
(j)
total

(1)

where N0 is the thermal-noise power andI(j)
total is the total

interference-plus-thermal-noise power seen by nodej. Note

3Although the extra power causes additional interference at non-intended
receivers, because of the locality of typical one-hop transmissions and the
nonlinearity of the path loss phenomenon, the gain due to the extra power
at the intended receiver overshadows its negative impact on non-intended
receivers.

that 0 ≤ η(j) < 1. While listening to the channel omnidirec-
tionally, an idle nodej continuously measuresI(j)

total, which
accounts for all sources of interference plus the thermal noise4.

Load control ensures that for all nodesj, η(j) is not allowed
to exceed a predefinedplanned loading factorLp, where0 <
Lp < 1. The value ofLp can be set a priori on the basis of
the required communication range for the nodes.

In LCAP, rather than controlling the load of a given node,
we control the load in theneighborhoodof that node. The
rationale is that an interferer not only affects a node, but also
many of its neighbors. Hence, it would make sense to consider
the impact of such an interferer on the whole neighborhood.
To do that we revise (1), replacingI(j)

total with the average of
all theI

(.)
total values in the neighborhood ofj, denoted byI(j)

avg.
The resulting loading is denoted byη(j)

avg. Hence, we require
that η(j)

avg ≤ Lp for all nodesj. Note that becauseI(j)
avg is an

average quantity, it is possible to haveη(i) > Lp for some
nodei. However, this is not a major concern, as the purpose
of load control is to limit theaverageenergy consumption in
the network.

Every time a node sends an RTS packet, it includes in it
its latest I(.)

total value. To computeη(j)
avg, node j maintains

a cache ofactive neighbors5 (nodes with recent RTS/CTS
activity), denoted byN (j). For each nodei ∈ N (j), node
j also maintainsI(i)

total, the AOA of the signal received from
node i, and the average path loss betweeni and j (Θ(ij)).
Each entry in the cache is associated with a timer. Upon the
expiration of this timer, the corresponding entry is flushed out.
The value ofI(j)

avg is the average ofI(i)
total for i ∈ N (j).

In cellular networks, base station controllers (BSCs) im-
plement load control by adjusting the transmission powers of
mobiles stations such that the loading in the network does not
exceedLp. In LCAP, load control must be implemented in a
distributed manner, as described next.

C. Overview of LCAP Operation

We now give an overview of the operation of LCAP,
explaining how load control is implemented, how concurrent
transmissions in the same neighborhood are supported, and
how the protocol protects ongoing receptions from future
interfering transmissions. The main notation used in this and
subsequent sections is summarized in Table I.

In designing LCAP, we make the following assumptions:

1) Separate channels are used for data and control packets.
Besides being used for RTS/CTS packets, the control
channel can also be used for route-discovery messages.
As explained later, the use of a dual-channel solution
in LCAP eliminates several of the channel access prob-
lems discussed in Section IV. Although such a solution
involves more sophisticated hardware (but no additional

4By definition,I(j)
total must be below thepower-reception thresholdof node

j; otherwise, it would initiate the capture-and-decode circuitry, putting node
j in the receivemode.

5Node i is said to be a neighbor of nodej if i’s omnidirectional RTS can
be correctly received atj in the absence of interference other than the thermal
noise and whilej is listening to the channel omnidirectionally.
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cost in spectrum), the two channels are never usedsi-
multaneouslyfor transmission. So while the data channel
is being used for transmission, the control channel is
in the receive (or listen) mode, but not in the transmit
mode, and vice versa. As a consequence, there is no
need for two antennas at a node; a duplexer is sufficient
to implement both channels using one antenna.

2) A node can accurately estimate the AOA of a received
signal (using, example, the techniques in [12], [21], [23])
as well as the total interference power.

3) Channel gain is reciprocal (i.e.,Θ(ij) = Θ(ji)) and
stationary for the duration of few control packets plus
one data packet (i.e., the channel is slowly varying).

4) Each node can determine the antenna patterns of its
neighbors, expressed as functions of the angle in the
azimuth-vertical plane. This is trivial if nodes use iden-
tical antennas. If nodes use different types of directional
antennas, then each antenna pattern can be assigned an
integer identifier. For example, one byte is sufficient to
encode the identifiers of 256 different antenna patterns.
The one-byte identifier can be transmitted as part of the
RTS packet.

To explain the working of LCAP, consider Figure 8. Sup-
pose that nodei wants to transmit a data packet to nodej
. It first sends an RTS packetomnidirectionally at a fixed,
known power (Pmax) on the control channel. Every neighbor
of i, say j, that hears the RTS updates its information about
I
(i)
total and the AOA of i’s signal, and adds an entry for

node i in N (j). The neighbor also calculates the path loss
betweeni and j: Θ(ij) = Pmax/P

(ij)
recvd, whereP

(ij)
recvd is the

received power of the RTS. Ifj is the intended receiver, it
computes themaximum additional interference(P (j)

allowed) it
can allow in its neighborhood that would not causeη

(j)
avg to

exceedLp. This power can be calculated by settingLp =
1−N0/(I(j)

avg + P
(j)
allowed) and solving forP (j)

allowed. Thus,

P
(j)
allowed =

N0 − I
(j)
avg(1− Lp)

(1− Lp)
. (2)

q

m

 i  j

RTS

p

Fig. 8. Example topology that demonstrates the working of LCAP.

It is important to notice thatP (j)
allowed is a neighborhood

quantity, and is computed prior to thei → j data transmission.
This quantity must be treated as a resource to be shared by
receiverj itself6 and its neighboring nodes (nodesm, p, and
q in Figure 8).

To explain howP
(j)
allowed is shared, we first consider the

impact of thei → j transmission on the interference (load) in

6Although j is the intended receiver fori’s transmission, from the stand-
point of j’s neighbors such a transmission is considered as interference, and
must thus be accounted for inP (j)

allowed.

I
(j)
total Total interference-plus-noise at nodej.

Lp Planned loading factor.
I
(j)
avg Average ofI(.)

total values inj’s neighborhood.
η(j) Loading at nodej.
η
(j)
avg Average loading inj’s neighborhood.

GM Main lobe gain.
N0 Thermal noise at each node.
Θ(ij) Path loss between nodesi andj.
P

(ij)
recvd Received power atj for a transmission fromi.

P
(ij)
min Minimum required transmission power at nodei

to achieve SINRth at receiverj.
P̂

(ij)
min Interference power associated withP

(ij)
min

when measured at the centroid ofj’s neighborhood.
P

(j)
allowed Maximum allowable future interference

in the neighborhood of nodej.
P

(j)
margin Allowed interference in the neighborhood of

nodej if node i starts transmission forj at P
(ij)
min.

P
(j)
self Power required at the receiverj over and above

the minimum power needed for coherent reception.
P

(j)
other Maximum interference power that

nodej can tolerate from all future interferers
while receiving a data packet.

I
(j)
p Interference power allowed per future interferer

at nodej.
G(ij∗) Node i’s antenna gain in the direction of centroidj∗.
N (j) Set of active nodes in the neighborhood of nodej.
P

(j)

CTS Transmission power at which nodej is required
to send a CTS to reach all nodes inN (j).

P
(ij)
req Transmission power at which nodei is required

to send a data packet to nodej that ensures
capture if interference≤ P

(j)
other.

P
(ik)
DNAV Maximum power that nodei can send in the

direction of receiverk listed in i’s DNAV table.

TABLE I

NOTATION USED IN THE PAPER.

the neighborhood ofj. Let P (ij)
min be the minimum transmission

power required to achieve SINRth at receiverj:

P
(ij)
min =

SINRth · I(j)
total ·Θ(ij)

G2
M

. (3)

whereGM is the antenna gain in the direction of the main
lobe. In (3) the factorG2

M appears because during thei → j
transmission, nodesi and j are beamformed in each other’s
direction.

The powerP (ij)
min is computed from the transmitter’s point

of view. To reflect its impact on receiverj’s neighborhood, we
“translate” it into another quantity,̂P (ij)

min, that is on par with
P

(j)
allowed. The details of such translation are given in Section V-

D. After accounting forP̂ (ij)
min, the leftover interference margin

P
(j)
margin

def= P
(j)
allowed − P̂

(ij)
min is split into two parts. The first

part, denoted byP (j)
other, represents the maximum interference

power thatj’s neighbors other thani are allowed to generate
in the future without disturbing thei → j transmission. The
second part is used to combat the additional neighborhood
interference caused by scaling up the transmission power ofi
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beyondP
(ij)
min. In order for other transmissions to take place

in the neighborhood ofj while j is receiving its packet from
i, nodei must transmit its data packet at powerP

(ij)
req that is

greater thanP (ij)
min:

P (ij)
req

def= P
(ij)
min +

(
P

(j)
self

GM

)
Θ(ij) (4)

where P
(j)
self is the additional power used byi after the

transmitting antenna gain (hence the gain factorGM in the
denominator),as measured at the receiverj.

Note thatP (j)
self andP

(j)
other are receiver-based quantities, and

thus are not comparable withP (j)
allowed andP

(j)
margin, which are

neighborhood quantities.
From (3),P (ij)

min is determined by SINRth andΘ(ij), both of
which cannot be controlled. However,P

(j)
self and P

(j)
other can

be set such that if future transmissions inj’s neighborhood
produceP (j)

other worth of interference power at receiverj, then
P

(j)
self should be large enough to ensure that the SINR at node

j does not fall below SINRth. The determination ofP (j)
self and

P
(j)
other is provided later in Section V-E.
To distributeP

(j)
other among future interfering transmitters,

nodej must estimate the number of such transmitters (denoted
by M (j)). It does that on the basis of the number of RTS
messages it has overheard over a fixed time period, not
counting the RTS messages that are intended for nodej
itself. Accordingly, M (j) is the size of the setN (j). Node
j then calculates the allowed interference power per future
transmission:I(j)

p = P
(j)
other/M

(j). Thereafter, nodej sets the
power of its CTS (denoted byP (j)

CTS) such that this CTS reaches
all future potential interferers. The details of calculatingP

(j)
CTS

is given in Section VI-A. In its CTS, nodej also includes
the values ofP (ij)

req , I
(j)
p , and P

(j)
CTS. The CTS packet is sent

directionally on the control channel. Upon receiving this CTS,
node i beamforms in the direction from which the CTS has
been received and starts sending the data packet at power
P

(ij)
req .
Upon overhearing the CTS, an idle neighbor7 sets its DNAV

and computes the channel gain between itself and the sender of
the CTS. This is illustrated in the example in Figure 9, where
nodem overhearsj’s CTS and accordingly computesΘ(jm) =
P

(j)
CTS/P

(jm)
recvd, whereP

(jm)
recvd is now the power at whichj’s CTS

is received at nodem. Nodem then calculates the maximum
permitted powerP (mj)

DNAV that m can use if it is to transmit
a packet in the direction of nodej during j’s activity. This
power is given byP (mj)

DNAV = Θ(mj) · I(j)
p . Thereafter, nodem

storesP (mj)
DNAV along with its expiration time, which is obtained

from the timing information provided byj’s CTS. The gain
Θ(mj) includes the path loss from nodem to nodej as well as
the receiving antenna gain of nodej in the direction of node
m (sincej’s CTS is sent toi directionally). In other words,
P

(mj)
DNAV represents the maximum allowable transmission power

that nodem can transmit with an antenna gain of one while
nodej is receiving a data packet directionally. Table II depicts

7In our terminology, an idle node is one that is not waiting for a CTS, a
data, or an ACK packet. Such a node listens to the channel omnidirectionally.

an example of the DNAV table with two entries that represent
two power-limited directions. Note that the DNAV table is not
the same as the cache table; unlike the DNAV table, the cache
table may contain neighbors that are currently inactive but that
were recently active and have not expired according to the
cache expiration period. Such nodes are considered potential
interferers (see Section VI-A for details).

Fig. 9. Setting of the DNAV in LCAP.

k Start End P
(mk)
DNAV (Watts) Expiration (µs)

1 240◦ 300◦ 6.4E−2 2000
2 150◦ 210◦ 7.9E−1 4000

TABLE II

EXAMPLE OF THE DNAV TABLE AT NODE m.

In the above example, if nodem intends to send a data
packet to nodep, it not only checks the DNAV in the direction
of p, but it also inspects every direction inm’s DNAV table.
Specifically, nodem calculates the power it would radiate in
the direction of each receiver listed inm’s DNAV table if
m were to beamform in that direction. To do that, nodem
requires the antenna gain along that direction. Let such gain
be denoted byGmk for each receiverk in m’s DNAV table.
Since the antenna pattern is known, the angular offset of the
DNAV with respect to the boresight can be calculated by node
m, and the gain in any direction can be determined. So after
receiving the CTS from nodep, nodem executes the algorithm
in Figure 10.

Basically, for every receiverk in m’s DNAV table, nodem
determines how much power it would radiate in the direction
of k. If that power is larger thanP (mk)

DNAV , no transmission takes
place. This strategy solves the vulnerable receiver problem
mentioned in Section IV-A.1, as nodes consider the interfer-
ence resulting from minor lobes before deciding to transmit.

Figure 11 illustrates how various quantities mentioned pre-
viously are calculated in LCAP.

D. Neighborhood Centroid and Computation ofP̂
(ij)
min

In the previous section, we discussed how the maximum
allowable interference at nodej (P (j)

allowed) is computed. If
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CHECK-DNAV(P
(mp)
req , m)

1 for each nodek in m’s DNAV table, do:
2 Find the antenna gain ink’s direction (Gmk).
3 Determine the power that would be radiated ink’s direction
4 Pmk = GmkP

(mp)
req

5 if P
(mk)
DNAV < Pmk

6 Abort-transmission andterminate CHECK-DNAV.
7 end-for
8 Start-transmission.
9 end CHECK-DNAV

Fig. 10. Algorithm for checking the DNAV table at a prospective transmitterm that
is beamformed in the direction of a receiverp.

Fig. 11. Diagram of the relative timing of various computations in LCAP.

node j intends to receive a data packet from another node
i, it splits P

(j)
allowed into two parts:P (j)

margin and P̂
(ij)
min. In

this section, we are concerned with the computation ofP̂
(ij)
min.

This quantity reflects the impact (interference) of the min-
imum transmission powerP (ij)

min on nodej’s neighborhood.
To computeP̂

(ij)
min, we abstract nodej’s neighborhood by its

“centroid”, j∗, which is a fictitious point in the 2D space that
represents the average distance (equivalently, path loss) and
orientation ofj’s active neighbors relative toj. To illustrate,
consider Figure 8. LetΩ = {m, p, q} be the set of currently
active neighbors of nodej. Let

−→
jk be a vector in the 2D

space that points fromj in the direction ofk, k ∈ Ω. The
amplitude of

−→
jk is ||

−→
jk|| = Θ(jk); the path loss betweenj and

k. Nodej determines the vector
−→
jk using AOA and path-loss

estimates obtained through previously transmitted RTS packets
from nodek. Node j can then compute the path-loss vector

−→
jj∗ using

−→
jj∗ =

1
N
·
∑

k

−→
jk (5)

where N is the number of active neighbors of nodej. In
other words, the x- and y-coordinates of the vector

−→
jj∗ are,

respectively, the means of the x- and y-coordinates of the
vectors

−→
jk, k ∈ Ω. Note that||

−→
jj∗|| = Θ(jj∗).

To calculateP̂ (ij)
min, nodej needs the path loss between node

i and the centroidj∗ (Θ(ij∗)) as well asi’s antenna gain in
the direction ofj∗ when i is beamformed in the direction of
node j (Gij∗ ). The path lossΘ(ij∗) can be computed from
Θ(ij∗) = ‖

−→
ij∗‖ = ‖

−→
jj∗ − −→

ji‖, where
−→
ji is computed atj

from the AOA and path-loss estimate ofi’s RTS packet. Node
j can also compute the angleφij∗ between

−→
ij∗ and

−→
ji :

φij∗ = cos−1

{ −→
ji ·

−→
ij∗

‖−→ji‖‖
−→
ij∗‖

}
. (6)

Note thatφij∗ represents the angular offset of the direction−→
ij∗ with respect to the boresight

−→
ji (sincei is beamformed in

the direction ofj). Fromφij∗ , Θ(ij∗), and the antenna pattern,
nodej can easily computeGij∗ .

Finally, nodej can now calculatêP (ij)
min :

P̂
(ij)
min =

Gij∗ · P (ij)
min

‖
−→
ij∗‖α

(7)

whereα is the path loss exponent.

E. Computation ofP (j)
self and P

(j)
other

As indicated before, besides thei → j transmission,
additional (future) transmissions are to be allowed in the
neighborhood of nodej. For such transmissions to take
place, nodej must request that nodei uses a power level
P

(ij)
req greater thanP (ij)

min. The extrareceivedpower, which we
denoted byP (j)

self , will consume a part ofP (j)
margin, whereas the

leftover power (denoted byP (j)
other) represents the maximum

future interference that nodes in the neighborhood ofj can
afflict upon nodej. We now explain howP

(j)
self and P

(j)
other

are determined by nodej.
The quantitiesP (j)

self andP
(j)
other can be set such that if in the

future, nodes in the neighborhood of nodej generateP (j)
other

worth of interference atj, thenP
(j)
self should be such that the

SINR does not drop below SINRth at nodej. This can be
expressed by the following condition:

P
(ij)
min ·G2

M/Θ(ij) + P
(j)
self ·GM

I
(j)
total + P

(j)
other

≥ SINRth. (8)

For the optimal case when no power more than required
is used, i.e., SINR threshold is exactly met, (8) becomes
an equality. Substituting the value ofP

(ij)
min from (3) in this

equality, we arrive at following relationship betweenP
(j)
self and

P
(j)
other:

P
(j)
self

P
(j)
other

=
SINRth

GM
. (9)
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By definition, P
(j)
margin is a neighborhood resource, and

P
(j)
self andP

(j)
other (which are power margins at receiverj) are

derived from this resource. To receive the extraP
(j)
self , receiver

j requests transmitteri to use an extra power ofP (j)
self/Θ(ij).

This extra power consumes a part ofP
(j)
margin at the centroid

j∗ that is given by:

(P (j)
self/Θ(ij)) ·Gij∗ ·Θ(ij∗) = P

(j)
self · γ (10)

whereγ
def= Gij∗ ·Θ(ij∗)/Θ(ij). The part ofP (j)

margin consumed

by future transmissions is given by:P
(j)
other ·Θ(j∗j). Note that

Θ(j∗j) is known to receiverj from the path loss of previously
received RTS packets. Accordingly,

P
(j)
other ·Θ

(j∗j) + P
(j)
self · γ = P

(j)
margin. (11)

By solving (11) and (9), we determine the values ofP
(j)
self

andP
(j)
other:

P
(j)
self = SINRth ·

P
(j)
margin

Θ(j∗j)GM + SINRthγ
(12)

P
(j)
other = GM ·

P
(j)
margin

Θ(j∗j)GM + SINRthγ
. (13)

FromP
(j)
self andP

(ij)
min, nodej can computeP (ij)

req using (4).

If P
(ij)
req is greater thanPmax, then the transmission is aborted

and the DCTS is not sent.

VI. SOLUTIONS FOR CHANNEL ACCESS
PROBLEMS

In this section, we discuss how LCAP addresses the channel
access problems that afflict other MAC protocols for direc-
tional antennas.

A. Adaptive Power Scaling of DCTS Transmissions

As explained in Sections IV-B.2, the unequal gains of the
omni and directional modes increase the likelihood of colli-
sions. The essence of this problem is that in previous protocols
for MANETs with directional antennas, the DCTS does not
reach all potential interferers. To address this problem, LCAP
allows a receiverj to adaptively adjust the transmission power
P

(j)
CTS of its DCTS packet such that this packet reaches all

potential interfers in the neighborhood ofj. We now explain
how nodej computesP (j)

CTS. Clearly, this computation requires
determining the set of potential interferersN (j). As will
become clear shortly,N (j) is actually a superset of the DNAV
table at nodej. Recall that each entry in the DNAV table has
an expiration time, which reflects the time by which the cor-
responding data transmission will be completed. In contrast,
each entry inN (j) is associated with a larger expiration time,
called theactivity expiration time(AET). This time reflects the
duration over which the corresponding neighbor is expected to
stay active. Whenever an entry is added to the DNAV table, the
same entry is also added toN (j). However, the AET should
be set to a value that is larger than the transmission time

of the corresponding data packet if a neighbor is expected
to be active for more than one packet time (which is often
the case). Note that by increasing the value of the AET,
more potential interferers are considered, which may in turn
reduce the likelihood of packet collisions and hence increase
the network throughput. However, a larger set of potential
interferers also means less interference margin per interferer
(the total interference margin at nodej is split equally among
potential interferers). If some of these potential interferers
are no longer active, then their interference margins have
been unnecessarily allocated, thereby reducing the number of
concurrent transmissions and negatively impacting the spatial
channel reuse. As a compromise between the two trends, we
heuristically set the AET to twice the timeout value of the
corresponding entry in the DNAV table. The simple rationale
behind this choice is that the activity of a node at the link layer
(LL) is a highly autocorrelated process. So if a node transmits
a LL packet at the present time, there is a good chance it
will continue to send more packets in the near future. It is
also possible to customize the setting of the AET so that it
depends on the observed load of each neighbor (i.e., the higher
the observed load, the smaller the value of the AET), but this
increases the complexity of the protocol.

Note that the definition ofN (j) does not take into account
a node, saym, that starts its transmission after a time period
greater than the AET, which could cause collisions. However,
the transmission of an RTS/DCTS message by nodem will
make other nodes aware of nodem’s activity. Thus, in the
future, nodem will be treated as a potential interferer during
the calculation and distribution of the interference margin.

When a nodej broadcasts its DCTS, it scales its power such
that this packet can be heard by all nodes listed inN (j) and are
not located in the direction ofj’s antenna nulls (nodes located
in the direction of antennas nulls do not cause interference).
The value ofP (j)

CTS is calculated from the path loss of the
previously heard RTS packet of a potential interferer and from
the antenna gain in the direction of that interferer, assuming
that nodej beamforms in the direction of the given transmitter:

P
(j)
CTS = max

k∈N (j)

{
SINRth ·Θ(jk) ·N0

Gjk

}
. (14)

By adjusting the transmission power of the DCTS, nodej
can inform potential interferers of the maximum interference
power they can send in nodej’s direction for a given amount
of time. Thus, collisions at a receiver due to asymmetric gains
and minor lobes can be significantly reduced.

It should be noted that the aim of LCAP is to improve
the spatial reuse and decrease the energy consumption, and
not to extend the communication range. In fact, by sending
the RTS packet omnidirectionally, LCAP does not realize the
full potential of directional antennas as a means of extending
the transmission range. When coupled with power control, a
reduced transmission range translates into significant energy
saving.

B. Segregation of Data and Control Channels

Collisions due to unheard RTS/CTS messages (Section IV-
B.1) and to a vulnerable transmitter (Section IV-A.2) are
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avoided by using separate data and control channels. Consider,
for example, the unheard RTS/CTS problem discussed in
Section IV-B.1 in relation to Figure 6. While nodeB is
transmitting data to nodeA, nodeC sends an RTS to node
D. Upon receiving the RTS, nodeD replies with a DCTS.
Although nodesA and nodeB are busy sending/receiving
data on the data channel, their control channels are idle,
and thus, they are able to hear the DCTS from nodeD.
Accordingly, both nodes set their DNAVs. This resolves the
unheard RTS/CTS problem mentioned in Section IV-B.1. As
for the exposed transmitter problem, separating the control and
data channels eliminates entirely the possibility of a collision
between data and control messages. Collisions can occur only
when two control messages reach a node simultaneously.
However, this has a low probability of occurrence due to
the small size of the control messages. Consequently, the
vulnerable transmitter problem (Section IV-A.2) is addressed.
Furthermore, there is no need for nodes to acquire location
information of neighboring nodes from higher layers [5] or
via AOA caching [19].

VII. PROTOCOL EVALUATION

A. Simulation Setup

In this section, we evaluate the performance of LCAP and
contrast it with three other MAC protocols. Our simulation
programs are written in Csim; a process-oriented discrete-
event programming environment that is based on the C lan-
guage [1]. Compared with the popular ns-2 simulator, our code
provides a more accurate account of interference. Specifically,
when computingItotal, our programssimultaneouslyaccount
for all sources of interference, including those that are very
far away from the intended receiver. The total interference is
taken as the sum of the received powers ofall interferers. In
contrast, ns-2 considers interferers one at a time; it compares
the received power of a given interferer with the power of
the intended signal and accordingly decides whether or not
that interferer is enough to cause packet collision (it does not
add the powers of interferers). This often results in an overly
optimistic assessment of packet collisions.

We compare LCAP with three other protocols: RMAC (Ref-
erence MAC), omnidirectional LCAP(O-LCAP), and the IEEE
802.11b Ad Hoc scheme. RMAC is similar to previously pro-
posed protocols for directional antennas [19] [11] [5] except
that it uses two channels and hence does not suffer from the
vulnerable transmitter problem. It does not implement power
control nor does it account for the effect of minor-lobe interfer-
ence when setting the DNAV table. The objective of comparing
RMAC with LCAP is to demonstrate the performance gain due
to power control and interference-limited concurrent transmis-
sions (RMAC is equivalent to an instance of LCAP operating
at Lp = 0). O-LCAP is a version of LCAP for MANETs with
omnidirectional antennas. Like LCAP, O-LCAP implements
power control, uses two channels, and allows for concurrent
transmissions. The study of O-LCAP is meant to demonstrate
the virtues of directional transmissions in the context of power-
controlled MAC protocols for MANETs. The 802.11 scheme
is the simplest of the four protocols. It uses omnidirectional

transmissions over a common channel with no power control.
Its performance serves as a lower-bound reference point for
other protocols. All four protocols have the sametotal channel
bandwidth. Note that using directional transmissions over a
single channel creates several hidden-terminal problems, so
we did not consider this option. Also, there is no point in
studying a two-channel solution for omnidirectional MANETs
without power control (the separation of the control and data
channels is mainly intended to address problems that arise in
the context of directional transmission). In our simulations for
LCAP, RMAC, and O-LCAP, we implement energy-oriented
routing based on the connectivity set (CONSET) protocol [14].
Such a routing strategy results in paths with more hops and a
smaller distance per hop than shortest-hop routing.

We investigate the effect of loading on the throughput-
energy tradeoff. Our performance metrics include the total
network throughput, the one-hop throughput, and energy con-
sumption per transmitted packet. We set the size of a data
packet to 2000 bytes. Simulations for random, uniformly
distributed packet sizes (not reported) were also performed,
and they indicated similar trends to the ones observed for the
fixed-size case. We use a random-way point mobility model
with speeds that are uniformly distributed between 0 and 2
meters/sec. The radiation pattern for the directional antennas
is the one in Figure 1. Other parameters used in the simulations
are given in Table III. The combined data rate of the control
and data channels in LCAP is chosen to be equal to the
IEEE 802.11b data rate (2 Mbps). Typical values are used
for the antenna gains of a standard six-element circular array
directional antenna. The chosen reception and carrier sense
thresholds are also typical for contemporary WLAN cards.

Directional antenna type 6-element circular array
Omnidirectional antenna gain 2.2 dBi

Main lobe gain 15 dBi
Beamwidth 60o

Data packet size 2 KB
LCAP data-channel rate 1.6 Mbps

LCAP control-channel rate 400 Kbps
SNR threshold 6 dB

Reception Threshold −94 dBm
Carrier sense threshold −108 dBm

Thermal noise −169 dBm/Hz
Maximum EIRP 35 dBm

TABLE III

PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATIONS.

Our simulations are performed for two types of topologies:
random gridandclustered. For both types, 64 nodes are placed
within a square area of dimensions 500x500m2. In the case
of a random-grid topology, the square area is split into 64
smaller squares, and a node is placed at a random location
within one of these smaller squares. During the initialization
phase, sending nodes randomly choose their destination nodes.
Thereafter, each node generates packets according to a Poisson
process with rateλ (same for all nodes)8. For the random-grid

8Although more sophisticated traffic models can be used in the simulations,
e.g., ON/OFF model, such models are not expected to make a qualitative
difference in the relative performance of the tested protocols.
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topology, we setPmax = 10 micro-watts (recall thatPmax is
the power used to transmit the RTS packet omnidirectionally).
Given a reception threshold of−94 dBm and assuming a 2-
ray propagation model, thisPmax corresponds to a maximum
(omni-directional) reception range of 106 meters.

For the clustered topology, the 64 nodes are divided into
four clusters, and each cluster is placed in a 50x50m2 square
in one of the corners of the larger area. A source node selects
a destination from within its own cluster with probability1−p
and out of its cluster with probabilityp. We set Pmax to
30 milli-watts (reception range= 700 meters), so that all
transmissions are one-hop.

B. Results

We first consider random-grid topologies. Figure 12 demon-
strates the effect ofLp on the total network throughput and on
the energy consumed per packet in LCAP. It can be observed
that increasingLp improves the network throughput but at
the cost of increased energy consumption per packet. This is
expected from (2), since increasingLp results in receiving
nodes choosing a greater value ofP

(j)
allowed and, in turn,

P
(j)
margin, providing a greater interference margin for future

transmissions. As a result, more interference-limited transmis-
sions are allowed to take place. Also from (12), we know
that by increasingLp, the link marginP

(j)
self also increases.

As receiving nodes control the powers of the transmitting
nodes, by increasingP (j)

self , receiving nodes request higher

transmission powerP (ij)
req (see (4)). By adjusting the value

of Lp, LCAP provides a mechanism for tuning the tradeoff
between network throughput and energy consumption.
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Fig. 12. Network throughput and energy consumed per packet versusLp

for the LCAP protocol (random-grid topology,λ = 25 packets/sec).

To quantify the channel’s spatial reuse, we use theprobabil-
ity of concurrent transmissions, defined as the fraction of trans-
missions that cause interference to ongoing receptions but that
are allowed to take place in LCAP (because the interference
is within the acceptable limit). As shown in Figure 13, asLp

increases, the allowed interference per future transmission also
increases, and so is the probability of concurrent transmissions.
Such an increase explains the increase in network throughput
in Figure 12.
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Fig. 13. Probability of concurrent transmissions versusLp in LCAP.

Figure 14 depicts network throughput versusλ under the
random-grid topology. At light loads (λ ≤ 1), there is not
much difference among the tested protocols. Asλ increases,
the differences become more significant, with LCAP display-
ing the highest throughput. Atλ = 5, LCAP achieves more
than 140% improvement in throughput over the IEEE 802.11b
scheme and about 71% improvement over RMAC. Recall that
RMAC uses directional antennas, but does not implement
power control, does not allow for concurrent interference-
limited transmissions, and does not account for side-lobe
interference in channel access. Interestingly, the figure shows
that the omnidirectional version of LCAP (O-LCAP) achieves
higher throughput than RMAC.
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Fig. 14. End-to-end network throughput versusλ for the random grid
topology (Lp = 0.9 for LCAP and O-LCAP).

For the same topology, Figure 15 depicts the one-hop
throughput versusλ. At Lp = 0.9, the probability of con-
current transmissions is high (about 0.9, as indicated in Fig-
ure 13). Unlike RMAC and the IEEE 802.11b scheme, 90% of
all transmission requests in LCAP are immediately accepted
without requiring the nodes to go into backoff. This explains
the considerable increase in the one-hop throughput. Another
factor that contributes to the higher throughput of LCAP is its
consideration of side-lobe interference. By accounting for such
interference in setting the DNAV, LCAP reduces the likelihood
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of collisions and subsequent backoffs. This is shown in Figure
16, which depicts the probability of a packet collision due to
minor lobe interference versusλ for both LCAP and RMAC.
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Fig. 15. One-hop throughput versusλ for LCAP (Lp = 0.9), O-LCAP,
RMAC, and the IEEE 802.11b scheme under the random-grid topology.
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Fig. 16. Probability of a packet collision due to side-lobe interference vs.λ
(Lp = 0.9 for LCAP; random-grid topologies).

Because of power control, the throughput improvement
in LCAP does not come at the cost of increased energy
consumption, as shown in Figure 17. The energy consumption
per packet is the same for RMAC and the IEEE 802.11b
scheme since in both protocols data packets are sent at the
maximum power. The simulations show that withLp = 0.9,
the average energy consumption per packet in LCAP is about
16% of that of RMAC and the IEEE 802.11b scheme. This
significant decrease is attributed to the combined gain from
using directional antennas and transmission power control.
Note that the results in Figure 17 are for the energy consumed
in transmission, not reception. The energy consumed per
packet during reception is identical for LCAP, RMAC and
IEEE 802.11b. However, for RMAC and IEEE 802.11b, the
average energy consumption during transmission is 66.67%
greater than energy consumption during reception [6].

Figure 18 shows the total network throughput versusλ for
the clustered topology withp = 0.25. At a moderate traffic
load of λ = 10, LCAP achieves about 116% increase in
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Fig. 17. Energy consumed per transmitted packet versusλ for LCAP (Lp =
0.9) and RMAC/IEEE 802.11b under the random-grid topology.

throughput over IEEE 802.11b and 27% over RMAC. At a
heavier load ofλ = 20, the relative throughput gains jumps
to 192% and 43%, respectively. Note that the percentage
increase in throughput of LCAP over IEEE 802.11b for the
clustered topology is greater than for the random-grid topology
(compare Figures 14 and 18). This is because in the clustered
topology, all nodes within a cluster are in the carrier-sense
range of each other. Thus, for the IEEE 802.11b scheme, most
often only one transmission takes place at a time in a cluster.
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Fig. 18. Network throughput versusλ for clustered topologies (p = 0.25).

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a power-controlled MAC proto-
col for MANETs with directional antennas. The proposed pro-
tocol improves spatial reuse by allowing interference-limited
concurrent transmissions. It also provides a planned loading
mechanism for setting the desired tradeoff between network
throughput and energy consumption. Nodes employ load con-
trol in a distributed fashion to upper-bound the interference
in their neighborhoods. LCAP extends the concept of DNAV
by associating a maximum permitted power value with each
reserved direction. It ensures that the radiated power remains
below this value not only in the direction of the main lobe but
in all directions, thereby resolving the minor lobe radiation
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problem. Simulations show that when compared to a two-
channel version of a previously proposed protocol (the RMAC
protocol), LCAP improves the network throughput by up to
71% and, at the same time, achieves about 89% reduction in
the transmission-energy consumption per packet.
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